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Was The Ancient World Primitive
The online world is full of documentaries and the libraries with books showing how the ancient
Pyramids could only have been built with technology closer and beyond what we have today.
Graham Hancock showed in his book "Finger Prints Of The Gods" the Pyramids of Egypt are
close to 40 to 50 thousand years old. The major blocks of the Pyramids are too heavy for any
modern cranes to move same with the structures in Lebanon and the Andes. When
Egyptologists have tried to test their theory of the hardest stone on Earth was cut with the
softest metal. The chisels they use just bend and does not leave a mark on the block. Real
engineers have also proven the dirt ramp theory is scientifically impossible the ramps would
have collapsed and the wooden rollers under the actual weight of the blocks in the Pyramids
that weigh hundreds of tons would be smashed into the ground. Not the small blocks they show
you on the shows on Egypt.
Look at the statues found in Egypt they are made from the hardest stone on earth they have no
tool marks on them and they are mathematical perfect they are golden ratio and fine polished
this can only be done with modern equipment. We know from the Turin and Palermo histories
found in Egypt the Egyptians themselves put their own history at over fifteen thousand years
ago.
Look at the Roman Empire just from what we have found they had steam engine technology,
steam driven hydraulics and were working with the ideal of stream ships and they had advanced
mechanical computers that were only thought to be invented over fifteen hundred years later.
From what we know of the Roman Empire they were technologically in the 19th century AC on
many things. Today the Roman roads are still in use in Europe. The Temple August built in
Roman today still stands with the original doors on the original hinges and the dome is a feature
of advanced knowledge after thousands of years its all still like it was built yesterday.
Christianity put us into the third world. On purpose. The Church fathers bragged they destroyed
the entire Pagan civilization and put us into third worldism with Christianity. The Christians
celebrated the fact they destroyed the knowledge of Egypt in a twenty year campaign of cultural
genocide.
The ancients valued civilization and technological advancement along with spiritual
advancement. The two are one. As a People become more advanced in consciousness their
society transforms to more high levels of development. The structures we have today are based
on natural geometry. They had a civilization based on a super conscious understanding of
nature.
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